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Newsletter
Introduction
This month we will be talking about
SCREEN TIME and the impacts it has
on your children's development. But
don't worry! We will also be discussing
some ways you as the caregiver can
help with this. It's not all doom and
gloom, I promise! Just some extra
steps we as caregivers need to take in
the modernized, technology world we
are living in.
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"What does it mean..."
SCREEN TIME

Definition 1
"Screen time" is a term used for activities
done in front of a screen. Things such as:
Watching TV
Working on a computer
Playing video games
Screen time is sedentary activity. This
means you are being physically INACTIVE
while sitting down. Very little energy is used
during screen time.
What Could Happen 2
Aside from being physically inactive, there
are other issues that occur with allowing
children to engage in screen time.
Monitoring your child's screen time can be
a challenging thing. Especially in the world
we live today.
Obesity
Inadequate sleep schedules or
insufficient sleep
Behavior struggles
Delays in language & social skills
Violence
Attention struggles
Less time learning
While older children (over 2 years) can
benefit from some screen time, younger
children (under 2 years) do not. All children,
in particular younger children, learn best
from unstructured playtime with other
people.

Developmental Impacts 3
So now, let's talk specifically about the
impacts screen time has on a child's
language development.
We know that language development
expands rapidly between 18 months and 3
years of age. We also know that children
learn best when they are engaging/
interacting with adults. These adults also
contribute to language development by
talking and playing with children. Skills that
children learn during these interactions
include:
Identifying facial expressions and
sharing those
Being able to react to and engage with
other people
This is something that can't be done by
passively listening, or one-way interaction.
This can't be done through a screen where
there is only one side engaging. Babies
NEED adults (people in general, really) to
engage and play with them. Meaningful
interactions are what help children learn
and grow in all areas of development. But
particularly language development can be
seen in person to person interactions.
Positive Impacts 4
While screen time can have several and
severe impacts, there are some positives we
can discuss! Offering screen time IN
MODERATION can reap these benefits:
educational value and school-related
homework and research
playing video games can improve motor
skills and coordination
internet tools, testing, and shared video
games are easy and fun ways to socialize
and communicate
Not everything is doom and gloom!
Moderation is the key!

SCREEN TIME IN MODERATION!!!
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A Deeper Look

3

SUGGESTIONS & GUIDELINES
How about some suggestions and guidelines for
screen time with your kiddos? Dr. Jennifer Cross,
(who is an Attending Pediatrician at New YorkPresbyterian Phyllis an David Domansky Center
for Children's Health/Weill Cornell Medicine, and
where she also served as the Program Director
for the Early Intervention Program for 9 years)
has created some tips to help parents and
caregivers.

Co-watch whenever possible
Watch with them and talk with them
about what they're watching, make
comments, engage where you can
Choose media wisely
Look into what your letting your children engage with, don't let them just watch
anything because it's keep their attention
Keep bedtime, mealtime, and family time screen-free
Find different activities or discussions that can happen during these times
Limit YOUR OWN phone use
Kids do what their parents are doing, set the example you want them to follow
Emphasize the big 3: sleep, healthy nutrition, and exercise
Incorporate healthy lifestyle choices as part of your daily routine to cover these

1

RESOURCES
https://medlineplus.gov/ency/patientinstructions/000355.htm#:~:text=%22Screen%20ti
me%22%20is%20a%20term,is%20used%20during%20screen%20time

2 https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/childrens-health/in-depth/screen-time/art-

20047952

3 https://healthmatters.nyp.org/what-does-too-much-screen-time-do-to-childrens-brains/
4

https://www.nemours.org/services/health/growuphealthy/screentime.html
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Upcoming Events

BE SURE TO CONTACT US TO REGISTER!

***BONUS TIME***
Contact us with an answer to this question to receive a new
book for your home library!
What is one way you will reduce screen time during bedtime,
mealtime, and/or family time?

OFFICE PHONE:
(785) 776-4779 ext. 7663

CONTACT
US:

EMAIL:
raisingriley@rileycountyks.gov
ONLINE:
www.raisingriley.com
SOCIAL MEDIA:
@ Raising Riley / Riley County
Health Department
@raisingrileykids

